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Abstract
As both school and mentsikhang, Lo Kunphen faces the full range of issues encountered
by amchi in Nepal today. Youth are migrating to the cities for work, high mountain communities
are transforming into cash-economies, and the Nepali government refuses to recognize amchi
medicine, making the amchi profession less and less sustainable. Lo Kunphen must work
tirelessly to confront these challenges and to preserve their tradition. While trying to educate the
new generation of amchi, they must reach out to foreign sponsors and to the Nepali government
for support. However, these interactions cannot occur without translation. During November,
2012 the author participated in several translation projects, observed patient sessions with locals
and foreigners, and interacted with the amchi and students of Lo Kunphen. Based on these
experiences the author examines the process, difficulties, and implications of translating amchi
medicine in Nepal.
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“Language is like a bridge over a waterfall”
-Amchi Tenzin Bista

Introduction
When I arrived at Lo Kunphen Medical School in Pokhara, Nepal I intended to study the
amchi- patient relationship in Tibetan medicine: how the relationship forms, how amchi are
trained to interact with patients, how it differs from the medical systems I am used to. But soon I
realized that there was one major barrier to this plan: language. I could watch the sessions and
observe body language, hear the tones of voice, understand basic vocabulary, and witness the
diagnosis and treatment processes. All of these aspects are very important to understanding the
relationship, but medicine is a technical process and depends very much upon language. Without
more advanced language skills, I couldn’t hope to truly understand what was going on.
My project also came about as the result of the work I did at Lo Kunphen. Lo Kunphen is
a medical school for grades 1-12, as well as a mentsikhang (house of medicine and astrology). I
spent the month working with Amchi Tenzin Bista, his nephew Lhundrup, his niece Pema
Drolma, and the other students of the school. My main endeavor, begun by Sienna Craig several
years ago, was to digitize Lo Kunphen’s patient logbooks. These massive books contain years of
patient information handwritten in Tibetan. My task was to enter them into Excel spreadsheets
using the Wylie method of transliteration. I also worked with Lhundrup to translate sections of
(Wylie: rgyun sbyod bod sman lag deb), a reference book of Tibetan
medicines. With Pema and the older students I studied the

(Wylie: rGyud bzhi). Often

called the Gyushi or Four Tantras, these texts make up the foundation of Tibetan medicine. I had
brought the 2011 edition by the Men-Tsee-Khange in Dharamsala which contains the
(Wylie: rtsa b’i rgyud, Eng: Root Tantra) and

(Wylie: bshad p’i rgyud, Eng:

Explanatory Tantra). This edition contains Tibetan and English translations side by side. Pema,
the students, and I studied this book, exchanging vocabulary and ideas. Through these and other
daily study sessions I came to understand the basic theory and vocabulary of Tibetan medicine
while also trying to translate it into English.
However, I didn’t only work on books and computers. I also sat in on classes of all
different subjects- English, Math, Science, Nepali, Tibetan, Health, and Environment. Often
when the textbooks were in English, I would be asked to explain words or ideas. Through these
classes I came to see how much the children were taught to use Tibetan (and Lowa), Nepali, and
English interchangeably starting in grade one. In addition, I had the opportunity to sit in on
patient sessions with Lhundrup, Pema, and Amchi Tenzin. Patients mostly came from the nearby
Tibetan refugee camps, but several Russians, Americans, and local Nepalis also came seeking
treatment. It was really these sessions which inspired me to consider the role of language in
Tibetan medicine today. How do language barriers affect the practice of amchi medicine? Why
are the children at the school learning three languages? Why was I asked immediately upon
4

arrival to begin translating? What are the implications and barriers of translation of Tibetan
medicine into other languages at Lo Kunphen, in Nepal, and globally?
Most broadly, this paper aims to answer the last question- what is the importance of
language and translation for Tibetan medicine on local, national, and international levels? More
specifically, I will focus on Lo Kunphen as a lens through which to view the status of amchi in
Nepal. I will begin with a brief background on the history and theory of Tibetan medicine. From
there I will examine the history and current issues of Tibetan medicine in Nepal, and more
specifically at Lo Kunphen. With this background, I will then present the various projects I
worked on, considering the reasons they were necessary, their implications, and the difficulties
we encountered along the way.

Note on Translations, Transliterations and Names
Because this paper focuses on the technical aspects of translation between Tibetan and
English, most key words will be provided in a combination of Tibetan script, Wylie
transliteration, phonetic spelling, and English. However, the more technical words whose
English translations may not have accurate connotations (such as bad ken, mkhris pa, and rlung)
will be thereafter referred to using the Wylie transliteration. All words in italics are Tibetan
unless otherwise noted.
In order to maintain anonymity, especially for students and patients, names and
identifying characteristics have not been used unless express permission was granted. Names of
people and places are written according to their common spellings. All photos were taken with
participant consent.
“Tibetan medicine” is a broad term which groups together a huge range of medical
practices and traditions, geographically and culturally dispersed around the world. For the most
part, the term “amchi medicine” will be used when referring to Tibetan medicine practiced in
Nepal because this is the name by which Nepali amchi refer to their system. “Tibetan medicine”
will be used when discussing the general case. Similarly, the word “Westerners” encompasses an
extremely broad category of people, and often cannot be used without further explanation.
“Western medicine” is also quite a broad term, but generally implies biomedicine. These terms
are used in this paper because they are the terms used by the people I worked with at Lo
Kunphen.
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Background on Tibetan Medicine
Tibetan medicine is a science, art and philosophy that provides a holistic approach to
health care. It is a science because its principles are enumerated in a systematic and
logical framework based on an understanding of the body and its relationship to the
environment. It is an art because it uses diagnostic techniques based on the creativity,
insight, subtlety and compassion of the medical practitioner. And it is a philosophy
because it embraces the key Buddhist principles of altruism, karma and ethics.
-Dr Tenzin Choedrak, Senior Personal Physician
to HH the Dalai Lama (South Asia 2012)
Tibetan Medicine is one of the five major sciences of the Tibetan canon. It is based on the
ideas of balance and imbalance of the five elements and the
(Wylie: nyes pa gsum,
Eng: three humors). The three humors include rLung (pronounced loong), mKhris pa
(pronounced tripa), and bad ken (pronounced baedken). The chart below, created during study

sessions of the Gyushi with Pema Drolma, details some of the main points of the three nyes pa.
ང
Causes
Location in
Body

Season
Time of day
Element/
Temperature

ཀ

rLung
Attachment

mKhris pa
Aversion
ང

Lower body

Middle body

Waist

Gall bladder

Hips

Liver

Summer
Evening
Morning
Water

Autumn
Midnight
Midday
Fire

Spring
Sunset
Sunrise
Water

Hot ཙ

Cold

Cold

ང

ར

Bad ken
Delusion
Upper body
Brain

ང

Locations
where
developed
Tongue

Severe cold, windy
places

Dry, extremely hot
regions

Wet and humid regions

Reddish, dry, rough

Thick yellow coating

Urine

Like water with large
bubbles
Floating, empty, halts
irregularly

Reddish- yellow, steam,
bad odor
Fast, overflowing,
twisting

Whitish, thick,
lusterless, smooth, wet
White with little odor
and steam
Sunken, declining, slow

Yawning, shivering,
stretching, chills, pain
in waist, hips, and
joints, uncertain

Excessive intake of foods
of sharp and hot nature
and participation in same
lifestyle leads to bitter

Pulse ར
Symptoms
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Excessive intake of
heavy, oily foods leads
to loss of appetite,
difficult digestion,

taste in mouth, headache,
fever, upper back pain,
post digestion pain, better
with foods of cool nature
and similar lifestyle

vomiting, loss of taste,
fullness, belching,
heaviness of mind and
body, loss of body heat,
discomfort after eating,
better with warm foods
and similar lifestyle

Curd, goat and cow
butter, game meat, goat
meat, barley porridge,
cold or cool water

Mutton, wild yak, meat
from carnivores, fish,
honey, warm dough,
curd, yak buttermilk,
chang, hot water

Recommended
Lifestyle

shifting pain, empty
emesis, dullness of
senses, mental unrest
and pain when hungry
due to excessive
intake of light and
rough food and
lifestyle, better with
oily and nutritious diet
Meat (horse, donkey,
marmot, one year old
meat), shachhen,
mustard oil, aged
butter, molasses,
garlic, onion, milk,
chang
Warm place with
loved ones

Relaxing, cool place

Exercise and warm place

Recommended
Tastes

Sweet, sour, salty,
oily, heavy

Sweet, bitter, astringent,
cool, wet blunt

Hot, sour, astringent,
sharp, rough, light

Forms of
Medicine

Soups and medicinal
butters

Decoctions and powders

Pills and calcinated
powders

External
Therapies

Mild enema, oil
massage, horgi maetsa

Purgation, inducing
sweating, venesection,
cold water therapy

Emesis, compress,
moxibustion

Recommended
foods

ཟ ང

ར

Five Types

1. Life sustaining

1. Digestive

1. Supporting

2. Ascending

2. Color
transforming

2. Decomposing

ང ར

3. Pervasive

3. Accomplishing
4. Fireaccompanying

4. Sight

ང
5. Descending

ར

5. Complexion
clearing

3. Experiencing

ང
4. Satisfying
5. Connecting

ར

Table compiled based on the Men-Tsee-Khang Edition of the Gyushi and talks with Pema Drolma
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In order to diagnose diseases caused by imbalances in the nyes pa sum, amchi (Tibetan
doctors) use three methods:
(Wylie: blta, Eng: visual examination), ར (Wylie: reg, Eng:
palpation), and

(Wylie: dri, Eng: interrogation). The criteria necessary for identifying a

disorder include “assessing the place, season, nature, age, arising time, after-effects of food and
the location” (Men-Tsee-Khang 2011, 243).
During visual examination, the amchi checks the patient’s tongue and urine (see chart
above for identifying characteristics of the nyes pa). They also check the patient for other visual
clues including “size, structure, and color” (Men-Tsee-Khang 2011, 243)
Palpation, or pulse diagnosis, is the most important of the three methods of diagnosis
according to Amchi Tenzin. For females, the left radial pulse is checked first, followed by the
right, and then both simultaneously. For males, the order is right, left, both. The amchi can tell,
by checking the pulses on each of the patient’s wrists, what kind of disorder is occurring and
where the problem is. Each side of the amchi’s fingers corresponds to a different organ in the
patient’s body according to the diagram below:
9
7

8

10
11

12
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4 3
5
2

ང snying, heart
2.
rgyu ma, small intestine
3.
ར mcher ,spleen
4.
pho ba, stomach
5. ཁ
mkhal gyon, left kidney
6.
bsem se, seminal vesicles/ ovaries
7.
glo ba, lungs
8. ང long, large intestine
9.
mchin, liver
10.
khris pa, gall bladder
11. ཁ
mkhal gyas, right kidney
12. ང lgang pa, urinary bladder
1.

1

Information from Pema Drolma
Photo from Health Matters Today

The physician will also ask the patient questions. Amchi Tenzin described the four core
questions as such:
1. Where is your pain?
2. Foods habits?
3. Sleep?
4. Problems of fear
Through these questions, and other questions about diet, habits, sleep, climate, and lifestyle, the
amchi is able to further ascertain the cause of disease and imbalance.
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Amchi medicine uses four different avenues of treatment to correct imbalances: ཟ
(Wylie: zas, Eng: diet)
lifestyle) and

(Wylie: sman, Eng: medicine),

(Wylie: spyod lam, Eng:

(Wylie: dpyad, Eng: external therapies). In most cases, amchi will

recommend foods to eat and foods to avoid as well as lifestyle changes (e.g. exercise, sleep) to
make. They also often prescribe pills, usually made of plants and herbs (see appendices for the
nine types of pills). The amchi often make these pills themselves, collecting, grinding, and
shaping the materials. Different pills are prescribed for morning, noon, and night. Finally, the
amchi may recommend an external form of treatment such as acupuncture, bloodletting, massage
golden needle therapy, moxibustion, incense, horgi maetsa, or ointments.
As Amchi Tenzin told me, all you really need to become an amchi is a “good teacher,
good students, and a book- no debt from medical school, no electricity, no fancy equipment or
facilities”. Amchi complete their training either through an apprenticeship or an institution.
During the beginning years of education, the amchi will study the Gyushi extensively. Only after
they are quite familiar with the texts do they begin working with an amchi who can explain the
passages and demonstrate proper techniques. Becoming an amchi takes years of education and an
extensive knowledge of medical texts and practices. Amchi must also train their speech, mind,
and habits to cultivate compassion, selflessness, and wiliness to treat all patients alike.

Medicines at Lo Kunphen
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Brief History of Tibetan Medicine
In some senses, one could claim that the medical system known as

ར

(Wylie:

gSo ba rig pa, Eng: science of healing), Tibetan medicine, and amchi medicine is “as old as
Tibetan civilization itself” (Men-Tsee-Khang 2011, i). Because of the high altitude and extreme
temperatures, Tibet’s inhabitants had to learn to adapt to an extremely harsh environment. They
learned to cure health related problems using the natural resources around them. Examples of
these remedies include cold water for fevers, cold stones to reduce swelling, heated oil to stop
bleeding, hot water for indigestion, and boiling foods to make them safe for consumption (MenTsee-Khang 2011, i).
Prior to Buddhism and the current Tibetan script, Bon religion and culture dominated
Tibet. The key Bon figure, Tonpa Shenrab Miwoche, wrote many important medical texts at the
height of Bon popularity. Consequently, the Bon medical tradition greatly influenced the existing
Tibetan medical knowledge. As proof, several of the names of medical substances and diseases
in the original Gyushi are in the Bon language.
Throughout the centuries, kings were particularly important in determining the fate of
Tibetan medicine because of their roles in inviting foreign physicians, training new physicians,
and commissioning medical works. During the reign of Lha Thothori Nyentsen, the 28 th king of
Tibet (254-375 C.E.) two India physicians visited Tibet. Because of their great popularity and
success in treating patients in Tibet, Vijay Gaje and Bila Gaje were requested by the king to
share their medical knowledge. Dungi Thorchokchan, the son of Vijay Gaje and the king’s
daughter, Yidkyi Rolcha, became the first court physician in Tibet.
During the reign of kind Songtsen Gampo (617-698 A.D.), many Chinese medical texts
were brought to Tibet by his wife, Wungshing Kongjo. Simultaneously, the modern Tibetan
script was introduced and Tibetan medical practices were written down. King Songtsen Gampo
also invited physicians from India, China, and Greece to share their medical knowledge.
During the reign of Trisong Deutsen (755-797 A.D.), physicians were invited from India,
China, Kashmir, Persia, Drugu, Dolpo, Nepal, and Greece. These physicians wrote about the
essences of Asian medical systems and translated many ancient texts into Tibetan. Consequently,
principles from other medical systems were incorporated into Tibetan medicine. During this
time, Yuthok Yonten Gonpo-I (708-833 A.D.), the most important figure in Tibetan medicine,
was invited to the palace to debate with other Tibetan physicians because of his achievements in
treatment and understanding of Tibetan medicine. Eventually, he wrote the Gyushi (the main text
of Tibetan medicine) and concealed it in a pillar of the Samye monastery.
In the following centuries, Tibetan medicine’s prominence waxed and waned with the
power of Tibet. The Gyushi was rediscovered by the terton (treasure finder) Dapa Ngonshe
(1012-1090 A.D.) and later restructured and taught by Yuthok Yonten Gonpo-II (1126-1202
A.D.). During the fifteenth century, Tibetan medicine split into the Jangpa and Zurkhar traditions
in northern and southern Tibet respectively; mostly these two different traditions were based on
the different environments, climates, lifestyles. Other lineages also were developed during this
time.
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The fifth Dalai Lama (1617-1682 A.D.) helped to develop Tibetan medicine by training
physicians, printing major works, and starting medical schools. His regent, Desi Sangye Gyatso
(1653-1706 A.D.) became a great physician, writing many commentaries and revising the
Gyushi. He also established the Chagpori medical college and monastery in Lhasa. Throughout
the following centuries, key physicians traveled around Asia to receive medical teachings and
write medical works. During the time of the 13th Dalai Lama the Gyushi was revised yet again
and the Men-Tsee-Khang was established in Lhasa. The Dalai Lama’s personal physician,
Khenrad Norbu, then took over the Chagpori medical school and the Men-Tsee-Khang, training
students from all around the Himalayas. During this time, Tibetan medicine became even more
geographically widespread.
After the Chinese invasion of Tibet, many doctors were either captured or fled to India
with the Dalai Lama. Eventually, the Men-Tsee-Khang was re-established in Dharamsala and
Tibetan medicine began to flourish again in order to “promote, preserve, and develop the Tibetan
medical tradition for the benefit of all humanity” (Men-Tsee-Khang 2011, xvi). Tibetan medicine
also spread beyond Tibet, the Himalayas, Mongolia, and Russia to include Nepal and much of
the “Western” world. It is in Nepal where our story continues.
Tibetan Medicine in Nepal
Prior to 1954, there was only one amchi clinic in Kathmandu. The rest of the amchi
practiced in remote Himalayan regions, existing only on the “literal and figurative fringes of the
Nepali nation state” (Craig 2012, 14). They worked only in remote high mountain communities
near the Tibetan border and they had no ties to the Nepali government. For the most part, people
didn’t even know who amchi were. However, they still were (and are) often the “sole healthcare
providers” in remote regions far from government health posts and services (DROKPA 2012).
This began to change in 1954 with the arrival of Tibetan refugees to Nepal. As refugee
camps formed in Kathmandu and Pokhara, the demand for amchi increased. Amchi Tenzin
estimates that the number of amchi medical clinics in Kathmandu is now between 15-20, with 6
or 7 in Boudha alone. He told me that these numbers prove that amchi medicine in Nepal is “now
developing”.
In addition to the arrival of refugees, he attributed development to increasing
international support. He described how “Before, Western people didn’t know about amchi” but
now that His Holiness has brought it to international attention, “Western people care”. Partially,
Westerners view Tibetan medicine as a part of Tibetan culture which needs to be preserved and
protected from the Chinese. But Tibetan medicine has also become a “part of a much larger story
that encompasses both the disaffection with conventional biomedicine and the global health
needs of the twenty- first century” (Craig 2012, 14). More and more people are looking for
natural alternatives, and the medicines advertised by the Dalai Lama have “few side-effects, are
not symptomatic and have a preventive as well as a curative effect” (South Asian 2012).
International opinion carries great weight when it comes to Nepal. The Nepali
government’s management of the healthcare system is heavily influenced by Westerners,
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particularly because they often provide funding, through NGOs or private donations (Streefland
1985, 1158). Consequently, the increasing interest of the Western world in traditional Tibetan
medicine has led to an increased interest in amchi in Nepal. Several NGOs now support amchi
medicine in Nepal including DROKPA (drokpa means “nomad” in Tibetan) and the Himalayan
Amchi Association. Amchi are still not “legally recognized [by the Nepali government] as
healthcare providers, despite more than a decade of active lobbying” (Craig 2012, 14). Slowly,
because of organizations like DROKPA and the Himalayan Amchi Association, amchi are
gaining status with the government.
Before, there was no link between amchi and the Nepalese government because amchi
simply practiced too far from Kathmandu. Consequently, they had no chance or reason to
register with the government. Amchi Tenzin explained that other “traditional” medical
practitioners (Ayurvedic, Unani, homeopathic, naturopathic) worked in urban areas and hence
were familiar to the government and had had a longer time in which to register. At the 1978
WHO meeting, the Nepali government acknowledged that traditional medical systems were a
“force to be harnessed, appropriated, and ‘integrated’ into public health paradigms” because
over 80% of Nepali people depend on traditional medicine (Craig 2012, 14 and Koirala 2007,
13). The 1996 Health Service Act recognized Ayurveda, biomedicine, and homeopathy as the
official medical systems of Nepal, adding naturopathy in 2000. The government also
acknowledges the practice of Traditional Chinese Medicine, acupuncture, acupressure, Unani
medicine, and even yoga. But they didn’t even consider Tibetan medicine (Craig 2012, 14). The
2007 Nepal Health System Profile makes no mention of Tibetan, or amchi, medicine even as it
discusses the numbers of “traditional” practitioners through the country. Thus far, “clear policy,
planning, rules and regulations, and inter-sectoral networks” are still works in progress when it
comes to amchi in Nepal (Koirala 2007, 12).
However, as amchi began to practice more in urban areas, the need for government
recognition increased. The Himalayan Amchi Association was formed in 1998 because amchi
felt that their medical “system was under threat in Nepal” and would “soon be rendered
obsolete” if action wasn’t taken (DROKPA 2012). The threat to amchi comes partly from the
lack of government support and funding, but it also comes from social changes in the economy
and the younger generation. The organization states its objectives as such: to support quality
amchi healthcare throughout the Himalayas, advocate for government recognition, promote
amchi education for young students, safeguard traditional knowledge, and work for sustainable
production of medicinal herbs. They are advised by foreign scholars and friends including Sienna
Craig, Yoji Kamata, and Hiroya Iida.
During the last fourteen years, the HAA has organized national and international
conferences and refresher courses for amchi. In 2003, they also started a clinic in Boudha,
Kathmandu which is staffed by the members on a rotational basis. This clinic was created to
“provide medical care to people from remote mountain areas when they come to Kathmandu”
and allow for student apprenticeships, but also to provide the HAA with “a source of income and
a view towards organizational sustainability” (DROKPA 2012). Amchi can no longer operate as
12

individuals in remote mountain communities, accepting payment in kind. Now, because of
threats to their medical system, they must unite to lobby for recognition and support. However,
this new organization also necessitates income and sponsorship from foreign donors and the
government.
Amchi face many barriers on their path to legitimization. For one, amchi are not united
geographically, culturally, or even linguistically. The HAA consists of amchi from Dolpa,
Mustang, Gorkha, Sinduwapalchowk, Mugu, and Humla. These divides make it extremely
difficult to present a politically united cause, and the HAA has had to struggle continuously to do
so. Their one uniting factor is the written Tibetan language which is the core of amchi medicine.
In Nepal, this gives amchi the legitimate “mother tongue demand” which so many ethnic groups
claim (Craig 2007, 6). However, this uniting quality also causes political problems. As Nepal
strengthens its ties with China, the government shies away from anything having to do with the
politically sensitive topic of Tibet (Craig 2007, 8). Hence the reason practitioners in Nepal call
their system “amchi medicine” instead of “Tibetan medicine”.
Amchi must wade through further “cultural politics of ethnicity and identity” because of
their cultural and religious ties (Craig 2012, 16). Nepal is a Hindu state and amchi medicine is
based on Buddhist principles. Most of the practitioners are also from border regions which had
once been part of Tibet. In Nepal, these groups are often labeled with the derogatory term bhote,
meaning “non-enslavable alcohol drinkers” (Craig 2012, 16). Faced with these cultural and
religious prejudices, amchi are hard pressed to get the government to take their system seriously.
One final barrier is that Nepali amchi are “considered peripheral by all parties from
whom they seek legitimization” besides foreign organizations interested in “medical, botanical,
and cultural knowledge as conservation and development resources” (Craig 2007, 19). Not only
do they lack support from the Nepali government, but they also are considered to be
“borderland” practitioners by Tibetan amchi in India and China. This lack of outside support
further weakens the amchi claim for legitimacy.
However, slowly this is beginning to change as the Nepali government becomes more
familiar with amchi medicine. According to Amchi Tenzin, Tibetan medicines and Lo Kunphen
Medical School are now registered with the government. They already receive small amounts of
government funding from the Departments of Health and Finance. Eventually, the amchi hope to
have the same status of legitimacy as Ayurveda and other medical systems in Nepal. However,
much of this support will only be forthcoming from government and foreign sponsors alike if the
system is translated and made legible. Thus, the importance of translation to amchi in Nepal and
in particular to Lo Kunphen School and Mentsikhang.
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Lo Kunphen School and Mentsikhang

Lo Kunphen School in Pokhara

Lo Kunphen School and Mentsikhang was established in 2000 by Amchi Tenzin and
Gyatso Bista, two brothers from Mustang. The school was created with the goals of “promoting
and further developing the discipline, and providing a service for local people and a profession
for the students” (Lo Kunphen 2012). During recent years, the number of practicing amchi has
dropped from 30 (one per village) to only seven. The brothers attribute this drop to the “shift
towards a more cash based economy associated with the out-migration of young people from
Mustang for work, introduction of development programmes that have not valued indigenous
knowledge, and the impacts of western medicine” (Lo Kunphen 2012). Because of these
changes, whole villages are left without any form of healthcare nearby: amchi stop practicing
and the areas are too remote for government healthcare and educations services. Lo Kunphen
Medical School was founded to fill the shortages and to preserve an ancient medical tradition.
Traditionally, amchi medicine was passed down through apprenticeships, often from
father to son. However, as more and more youth are leaving Mustang for urban areas, fewer and
fewer amchi are being trained in this traditional manner. To boost numbers, Lo Kunphen
provides free education, housing, and a profession to children who could not ordinarily pay for
school or would not attend because they were needed as domestic help. The school educates
children grades one through twelve in subjects including Tibetan, English, Nepali, Health,
Science, Math, and amchi theory. The school is located in Lo Monthang from April to November
and in Pokhara for the remaining months of the year because of the harsh winters in Mustang.
14

During my stay at the school in Pokhara, I got to know some of the students quite well.
Most of the students are from Lo Monthang (Upper Mustang), but some hail from other
Himalayan districts as well. During discussions with them, I learned that most were quite excited
about becoming amchi. They find the theory and practice interesting, but it also gives them a job
to do. Part of the lure is also the opportunity to travel abroad as Amchi Tenzin and Gyatso have
done so frequently. However, I did talk to some students who weren’t entirely sure that they
wanted to become amchi. Instead, they were at Lo Kunphen because of the affordability of the
education. Either way, Lo Kunphen is committed to providing the children with a quality
education in the basic subjects as well as amchi theory.
Lo Kunphen began as a primary school in 2000, but became registered with the Nepali
government as a technical school in 2006. They worked with the HAA and the Government of
Nepal Council for Technical Education and Vocational Training (CTEVT) to develop the
kangjinpa degree, which qualifies the holder as a basic level amchi. After passing their grade 8
examinations, qualified students are allowed to study this more specific amchi curriculum for
two years, followed by nine months of study as an apprentice. At this point, they take their
kangjinpa examinations and can practice basic medicine (the equivalent of a Community
Medical Assistant). In the future, Lo Kunphen hopes to develop durapa (Health Assistant) and
kagchupa (University Level) courses as well. In addition, Lo Kunphen is working to expand
their school in Pokhara; establish a small amchi hospital in Lo Monthang; continue medicinal
plant conservation and cultivation projects; and raise awareness about amchi medicine in Nepal.
However, Lo Kunphen faces difficulties on many fronts. For one, they only receive minor
government support financially and politically, although Amchi Tenzin assured me that
government support will be increasing in the future. The school will still remain heavily
dependent on foreign aid. KINOE (Kids in Need of Education), one of the main donors of Lo
Kunphen, recently decreased the funding and the US based organization DROKPA cannot
support the school on its own. Lo Kunphen must seek foreign sponsors and donors for each of
the students individually. Because of the tight budget, Amchi Tenzin and Gyatso are also
personally responsible for supporting the school. All proceeds from international tours and
lectures as well as all tea and incense sales go directly towards funding students without
sponsors, teacher salaries, and school maintenance. The brothers are constantly seeking new
avenues of funding, including reaching out to international organizations and interested tourists.
Lo Kunphen struggles to retain staff because of the remoteness of Lo Monthang. For the
2012-2013 winter session they are employing two Nepali teachers from the Pokhara area, an
English teacher from Mustang, a Tibetan teacher, and two volunteer English teachers from
Germany. While the teachers all clearly love the kids, most will probably not remain with the
school for an extended period of time. To minimize turn-over, Lo Kunphen tries to hire local
teachers who understand the customs and area but finding qualified teachers can be quite
difficult. Because of the shortages of teachers, Pema and both amchi must teach classes.
However, they are involved in running the clinic and the HAA and do not have extensive
amounts of time to commit to teaching.
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Lo Kunphen faces other obstacles as well. Finding students, who qualify academically,
are interested in becoming amchi, and who have a background in Tibetan language is extremely
difficult. At times Lo Kunphen must be flexible on admission standards to keep up enrollment,
but this can compromise the quality of education as more resources must be spent on bringing
new students up to speed. Retaining students is also difficult because of poverty. Children are
often sent away to school because the family cannot afford to keep them, and when they are old
enough they are sent abroad to work. These difficulties keep Amchi Tenzin and Amchi Gyatso
extremely busy, and they are always working to find ways to support and improve the school and
clinics while balancing their other duties as important members in the HAA and as
representatives of amchi medicine abroad. Translation of the ideas, data, and vocabulary of
amchi medicine are all examples of the means by which they seek support for Lo Kunphen
Medical School and Mentsikhang.
Translation at Lo Kunphen
Translation takes many forms at Lo Kunphen but the most important are the translation of
medical texts (Gyushi and medical handbooks), verbal translation during patient sessions and
interactions with outsiders, and multilingual education. As a native English speaker interested in
amchi medicine and Tibetan language, I possessed the basic skills needed to work on these
projects. Most importantly, I could read Tibetan and transliterate the data using the Wylie
method. I spent hours each day entering the patient logbook information into the computer.
Sienna Craig began this project after the clinics in Mustang opened and record keeping became
important for the students and the political legitimacy of the amchi.
Prior to this generation of amchi, record keeping was simply unnecessary. Amchi mostly
provided treatment at their home or the patient’s, and they were only paid in voluntary, nonmonetary contributions based on what the patient could afford. There was no accountability to
outside groups such as the government, the HAA, or foreign sponsors. Training was based on
family apprenticeships, not schools, so there was no need to monitor student’s progress with
data. Amchi accountability was limited to the remote mountain communities they served.
But now amchi must keep records to “render their work legible in new ways to people
beyond their immediate social ecology” (Craig 2012, 38). This new accountability necessitated
that Lo Kunphen begin digitizing their patient logbooks. When I asked Amchi Tenzin about the
reasons for the project, he told me that the records were necessary for three groups: Lo Kunphen,
the government, and foreign sponsors. The data project also provides a long-lasting copy of data,
increases accountability, and allows for statistical analysis.
Partially, Lo Kunphen needs the data because of the students. Senior students take turns
staffing the clinics in Mustang, and the logbooks hold them accountable for how they diagnose
and treat patients. When amchi were taught in families, this process was simply unnecessary
because the apprentice and amchi lived and worked together. Lo Kunphen also uses the data
because of the statistical information which can be extracted and passed on to students. They can
learn what diseases are most common during different seasons, the differences between male and
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female diseases, the most commonly prescribed medicines, the numbers of patients seen per
month and on and on. This information, which had been “intuitive” to Amchis Tenzin and
Gyatso, can now be passed on in concrete form to their students (Craig 2012, 38). Finally, the
record of student experience will better allow them to prove their qualifications as amchi in a
world dependent on certificates and data.
However, this information is also valuable for the government, foreign sponsors, and
NGOs. “Reports generated from these logbooks can make the scope of amchi medicine visible to
government functionaries— the district health officer, the Council on Technical Education and
Vocational Training, the Department of Ayurveda at the Ministry of Health— and foreign donors
(Craig 2012, 38). The hard data and information makes the system legible in a world where
proof of efficacy and authenticity are necessary.
Lo Kunphen’s logbooks contain grids of information on each patient jotted down in
Tibetan cursive: date, amchi name, patient name, village, age, diagnosis and cause, medicines
(morning, afternoon, and evening), and other treatments given (ointment, moxibustion,
acupuncture, incense, golden needle therapy). The data was entered into Excel spreadsheets
using a similar format, although the Tibetan script has been transliterated using the Wylie
method. We use the Wylie method to avoid any ambiguities which can occur with phonetic
spellings. In order to maintain consistency for Pema and Lhundrup in the future, I also created a
key of diseases and medicines with their Wylie spellings and English meanings. The list of
diseases and medicines can be found in the appendices.
Using this data, I worked with Pema and Lhundrup to perform a basic statistical analysis.
We didn’t have time to extract particularly complicated information because data entry
consumed so much of our time, but we practiced the skills of data analysis so that they would
know how to continue in the future. Below I included a couple sample graphs that we created to
demonstrate the information which can be passed on to students, the government, and foreign
organizations.
One of the most basic statistics we analyzed was the number of patients per month.
Although our data set was fairly small and could not reveal any definite trends, this information
combined over the years will reveal useful information: what are the seasonal trends of the
number of patients seeking care? How do the clinics differ in terms of the number of patients
seen? How do numbers compare between Pokhara and Mustang? Combined with information of
specific diseases, one could also learn which diseases and medicines are most common in which
months or if gender plays any role seasonally.
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One interesting bit of information that became apparent long before we actually
compared numbers is the fact that Lo Kunphen sees many more women than men. This could be
because of any number of factors: women suffer more from chronic diseases, while men have
more accidents (Craig 2012, 39); women are more comfortable seeking treatment from amchi
than from biomedical practitioners; or any number of other cultural and economic reasons. The
gender disparity is not unique to Lo Kunphen and analyzing this phenomenon would be a
fascinating project in itself.

Gender Ratio
28%

male
female

72%

We then focused on the age groups of patients. Knowing which age groups are
predominant may tell which types of disease are most predominant; in Tibetan medicine, rLung
diseases are associated with the elderly, mKhris pa with adults, and bad ken with children (Mentsee-khang 2011, 23). The data could reveal the accuracy of these claims. Age demographics
could also be valuable in telling which groups currently receive the most attention and which
groups require outreach.
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One of the most valuable pieces of information for Lo Kunphen is which medicines are
used most frequently. Not only does this tell the amchi which pills will need to be replenished
most frequently in which seasons, but it also indicates which plants need to be the focus of
cultivation projects. Students can also learn from this data what to expect when prescribing
medicines. Although we combined all of the medicine data into a single chart, the information
could also be processed looking at morning, afternoon, and evening separately. This would also
provide for important teaching points. Other factors to be analyzed with the medicine include
seasonal variation, regional differences, cost analysis, and age and gender variation. The graph
below only shows the top ten medications out of many.
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We performed a similar analysis with the diseases, ranking them in terms of frequency.
However, the data would be more telling if it was correlated with seasons, gender, age, and
medicine. With a larger data set, a regional analysis would also be interesting. A note about this
graph: nad snying, or “chronic disease” is a category given to most diseases and hence appears to
be the top “disease”. In reality, this is just describing the duration of the disease and not the
actual cause.
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The graphs above are only examples of everything that can be learned from Lo Kunphen
logbooks. The information derived from these statistics benefits the students, the amchi, and Lo
Kunphen’s appeals to foreign sponsors, NGO’s, and the government. However, the data analysis
is also quite limited. For one, there are many things which such quantitative data cannot tell- how
the patient presented their symptoms, what led to the diagnosis, the causative factors of disease,
how the treatment was received, etc. In some ways, it’s ironic that by quantifying data in the
same way as biomedical practitioners, amchi are also adopting the same limitations. The data is
also limited because the system of recording data is relatively new, and so patient information is
often simply not recorded. During my stay, I saw many patients treated and some never had their
information recorded. Consequently, while typing we often came across days in which very few
(or no) patients had been recorded. Pema told me that there were at least fifteen patients daily in
Mustang. To make up for this, some fictional (if plausible) data was added. Because of this,
some of the data may be inaccurate. Finally, there is the limitation of language. While I certainly
did my best to accurately represent what was written and told to me, there were errors in the
process. Part of this also stemmed from the fact that many of the entries were scrawled ume
(Wylie: dbu med, cursive script), in instead of uchen (Wylie: dbu can, printed script). While I
could read uchen well, I had only begun to learn ume. Deciphering the handwriting was made
more difficult because many abbreviations were used. Any mistakes are my own.
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Reasons to Translate
Translation of amchi medicine is occurring in Nepal because of the growing dependence
on outside groups for support. In the past, amchi functioned independently within their remote
mountain communities. The practice was often passed from father to son, sessions took place in
homes, and amchi were paid with anything the patient could afford. Now, with the increasingly
cash based economy and the immigration of youth to urban areas, amchi lineages are dying out.
Youth are questioning the advantages of becoming the amchi their predecessors were. How will
they support themselves and their families without steady cash income and government
recognition? Amchi have been the sole healthcare providers in many communities for centuries,
but the tradition is disappearing because of the lack of external support and the shortage of youth
who are committed to continuing the amchi tradition. Consequently, preservation has become
more important than ever.
Preservation of amchi tradition cannot occur without its promotion because it is
increasingly dependent on outside support. Amchi need the government and foreigners for
funding and legitimacy. Without these, a new generation of amchi will not be trained and the
profession will not be sustainable in the modern world. So, to keep the tradition alive, Nepali
amchi must establish and maintain schools, gain government recognition and support to
legitimize the profession and keep patients, and attract outside funding to promote education,
conservation, and healthcare. For all of these goals, translation is necessary.
Translation comes in two forms: the technical process of translating words and phrases,
and the broad process of translating ideas and practices. The technical process of translation is
necessary to explain the details of amchi medicine including what the medical texts say, what
diseases are treated, how they are treated, and how students are taught. This type of translation is
necessary for amchi when they work with the government and foreigners on designing
standardized curriculums, teaching foreign students, registering medicines and treatments, or
lecturing abroad.
If technical translation is mostly for explaining details, then abstract translation is mostly
for explaining the system as a whole. However, this type of translation is not so straightforward
because it is enmeshed in politics, culture, and power structures (not to imply that technical
translation is completely free of these influences). For example, when translating the ideas of
amchi medicine to Westerners, amchi focus on the importance of nature, conservation,
spirituality, indigenous knowledge and tradition. In contrast, when dealing with the government,
there is a decreased emphasis on spirituality (Buddhism) and an increased emphasis on the
scientific aspects of the system. The government is considering traditional medicines as an
addition to biomedicine, and hence religious aspects (particularly Buddhist) are not a strong
selling point. Thus the translation of abstract ideas depends heavily upon the audience for whom
they are being translated. As Amchi Tenzin stated, “Language is like a bridge over a waterfall”
and bridges have to connect from both sides.
Lo Kunphen is an institution trying to build these metaphorical bridges and during my
stay I observed many instances in which translation was necessary now and would become even
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more necessary in the future. In particular, interactions with non-Tibetan speaking patients,
foreign donors, and the government all demanded operating in a foreign language.
During patient sessions, I came to realize what a huge difference language makes in the
treatment process. Of course one of the main motivations for translating amchi medicine is to
communicate with people who don’t speak Tibetan. Many of Lo Kunphen’s patients are from the
nearby Tibetan refugee camps. However, local Nepalis, foreigners, and tourists also seek
treatment at the clinic and for these people amchi medicine must be explained in other languages.
These foreign patients are key to the survival of Lo Kunphen because of their monetary
contributions and interest in amchi medicine. However, treating them is often difficult because of
language barriers. Even as I came to understand why Lo Kunphen amchi are motivated to
translate and become proficient in other languages, I also began to notice many of the difficulties
and possible negative effects of the process as well. A few stories to demonstrate the reasons for
and difficulties of translation:
A middle aged Tibetan woman in pangden and chuba enters bearing a bag of soda, which
she promptly sets down next to Amchi Tenzin. She tells him, in Tibetan, that she is
suffering from leg pain and points to her knee. They then sit down together on the office
bench and he checks her pulse: left wrist, right wrist, and then both simultaneously.
Tibetan tea and tsampa (a barley flour paste) are called for because it is breakfast time.
The woman then sits and eats with us as she receives acupuncture treatment for her knee.
Two Nepali men from a nearby area enter. One man is a previous patient and he has
returned for further treatment. He and Pema flick through the logbook searching for his
record. However, the logbook is in Tibetan so the man cannot read it and Pema cannot
find his name. Eventually they give up and Pema checks his pulse: right wrist, left wrist,
and then both. She looks at his tongue and begins asking questions. Thus far the
interaction has been entirely in Nepali, but as she begins to ask technical questions about
his symptoms, English words start cropping up. She asks about a “bitter taste”, “skin”
and “fever” in English; numbers are also mostly in English. She also asks him about his
nose, throat, back, shoulders, and blood in Nepali. He describes his symptoms, using the
same English words, and then begins asking questions about the medicines on the
shelves; because his record couldn’t be found he receives no treatment at this time.
However, he returns an hour later with a friend who speaks Tibetan. He greets Pema and
then promptly finds his friend’s information in the logbook. The man is given a refill of
his medicines. The rest of this proceeding occurs with the friend acting as translator
between Tibetan and Nepali.
An elderly Russian couple, the woman’s sister, and a Nepali friend enter. The sister lives
in Pokhara and speaks English, Russian, and Nepali quite well. The couple, staying in
Pokhara for a long term visit, speaks Russian and English. The group had come to Lo
Kunphen the day before and was asked to return in the morning for treatment. The
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Russians seem quite familiar with Amchi Tenzin. They are served Tibetan tea and then
the process begins: Amchi Tenzin checks the Nepali man’s urine out in the sunlight and
then we return to the office. He gives both men moxibustion treatment, measuring the
correct placements with string. He then explains, with Lhundrup translating into English,
that the men will feel a bit “down” for the next two days and then they will feel better.
The two women then have their pulses checked and are given three medicines each.
Mostly Amchi Tenzin speaks in Nepali to the sister and she then relays the information in
Russian. Throughout this process, the Russian woman is taking videos on her Ipad.
Finally, the group pays (NPR 1,100) and gets up to leave.
A group of seven female Russian tourists and their translator-guide enter. They have been
in Nepal for ten days and leave for Kathmandu tomorrow. Amchi Tenzin met with them
yesterday in Pokhara Lakeside to arrange the visit, and he presents the guide with a khata
(scarf) upon arrival. We all crowd into the office: Amchi Tenzin sits on a chair in the
middle, the Russian women crowd together on the benches, and Pema, Lhundrup, several
of the older students and I all stand in the back. I note that none of the women have
removed their shoes and that they are served milk tea and biscuits instead of Tibetan tea.
Then the show begins: one by one, the women have their pulses read and are given
treatment advice as the others look on, laughing and taking flash photographs. Mostly the
guide translates directly from Tibetan to Russian, with Lhundrup occasionally adding
words in English. Amchi Tenzin tells each women “pe yagpo dug” (very good) and then
recommends various treatments- daily exercise (some of the women are quite
overweight), what foods to eat and what to avoid, and which pills to take. He even shows
one woman how to make a paste to put on her son’s arm. However, the tea and incense
are the real sensation. Once one woman has some, the rest immediately want some too.
The other students and I scurry back and forth from the storage room as the women ask
for more and more. Finally, we bring in the carton which now contains only a few
battered boxes of tea. This flurry of activity is the busiest I have see, and the other
students and I can hardly keep from laughing as the women keep sending us back for
more. The hilarity is made worse when one of the women shushes Pema for talking
during her pulse reading. Finally, the women are all set with their bags of tea and pills.
They file out of the office and line up for a photo in front of the school. Amchi Tenzin
presents them with khata and for some reason, the bristly woman asks for ten. Again, the
other students exchange glances and suppress laugher. After they leave, Amchi la
exclaims “so many tourists!” and we all head back into the office to clean up.
These anecdotes represent some of the most notable groups I saw seeking treatment at Lo
Kunphen. These groups are notable because of their reasons for seeking treatment from amchi
and because of the varying degrees of ease with which the sessions occurred. The differences
mostly stemmed from the differences in language and culture between the groups.
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The first scenario with the elderly Tibetan woman represents the majority of sessions I
observed: shoes are left outside the door, Tibetan tea is served, questions are asked in Tibetan
about the problem, the pulse is checked, treatment is administered, and some type of
nonmonetary payment is left behind. These encounters seem fluid and routine, without any
dissonance.
Then there are the Nepalis from nearby areas who often come with Tibetan or foreign
friends seeking treatment. They come because of their friends, because of the cost, or because of
positive experiences in the past. Some are served tea and some are not, but all remove their
shoes. They talk with the amchi mostly in Nepali, but a surprising number of biomedical and
anatomical English terms are used. Treatment is administered in the same routine way. These
encounters are slightly less fluid that those in Tibetan, partially because of the language and
partly because patients seem not to know exactly what to expect.
Next are the foreigners who are familiar with Tibetan medicine and Nepali language.
Many have moved to Pokhara to start travel agencies or trekking businesses. They drink butter
tea, speak Nepali, remove their shoes, and understand the routine even as they take photos and
ask questions. They are clearly curious about seeking alternatives to biomedicine either because
of bad experiences or because of interest in the “natural”. During these sessions, Nepali is
spoken with occasional translations into English by Lhundrup or Pema. Nepali it seems cannot
completely cover everything the amchi need to convey. These encounters are a bit more
boisterous than those with the elderly Tibetan women, but still seem fairly routine.
Finally, there are the tourists. They don’t know the customs so they don’t remove their
shoes, they chatter and laugh and take photos, and they don’t speak a word of Tibetan or Nepali
(except dhanyabad of course). To them, amchi medicine is an exotic tourist attraction, an
experience of the “traditional” and “authentic” Tibetan culture. Some of them even find out
about Lo Kunphen through a pamphlet called “The Tibet Encounter: Experience the Living
Culture of Tibet in Nepal”. The pamphlet advertises the Tibetan refugee camps as a “unique
opportunity…to discover what life is really like for the Tibetans today”. Among the tourist
attractions listed is the chance to “meet a Tibetan doctor and learn about Tibetan medicine and its
ancient treatment.” Below is a photo of Amchi Tenzin checking the pulse of a Tibetan woman in
traditional garb, as if to confirm that people still use this ancient and mystical system.
Consequently, tourists come to Lo Kunphen expecting to experience an “ancient” medical
system and Lo Kunphen must cater to this image. They serve the tourists tea and biscuits
(granted it is milk tea, not Tibetan tea) and present khata to show their hospitability. Amchi
Tenzin then performs a pulse reading with a particularly thoughtful expression, gives succinct
yet apt lifestyle advice, and then prescribes a “natural” remedy without side effects. Unlike the
Tibetan patients, they also advertise Lo Kunphen tea and incense as particularly beneficial in
addition to the herbal pills. Of course this is not to say that there is no benefit from these
treatments; instead, it is just interesting to note that these remedies are offered to those who can
afford them. The patients leave the visit with souvenirs, stories, and advice and the amchi is left
with cash.
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It might seem a bit cynical to talk about tourist patients in this manner, as if the patients
only come for an exotic experience and the amchi only see them because of their money. And in
some respects this is absolutely not true. Many tourists may have heard about Tibetan medicine
before and have a legitimate interest in the system. From the amchi‘s perspective, one of the
most important principles is to “treat everyone with ease and affection” (Men-Tsee-Khang 2011,
298). Amchi Tenzin made it quite clear to me that amchi are different from Western doctors
because they treat the poor and rich the same. The entire thirtieth chapter of the bshad p’i rgyud
(the Subsequent Tantra) discusses how the practicing physician must act and speak, and what
habits they should cultivate. The core of this chapter, heavily based on Buddhist principles, is to
cultivate compassion, selflessness, and to treat patients alike regardless of origin, wealth, status,
gender, or any other factors.
Yet Lo Kunphen amchi exist in a world entirely different from that of the time when the
Gyushi was written. Lo Kunphen operates as a clinic with an office and a school near an urban
center, as opposed to a single amchi providing house visits in a remote mountain community.
The proceeds from the clinic, tea and incense sales, and lectures and treatments abroad all go to
support the maintenance of the school, the teacher’s salaries, and those students without
sponsors. Consequently, Lo Kunphen is partially dependent on the monetary contributions of
tourists to keep the school running and to preserve amchi medical tradition in Nepal. They allow
themselves to be advertised and treated as a tourist attraction not for the attention or for personal
gain, but because they must compromise between tradition and reality in a world very much
based on money.
In this more business oriented world, translation is necessary to advertize Lo Kunphen’s
services. They attract tourists and patients who wouldn’t discover the clinic by word of mouth
through literature like pamphlets and their website. Their teas and incense are also labeled in a
mixture of English and Tibetan to appeal to a broader audience. Without English, the Russian
women probably wouldn’t have been so excited about the goods, but without Tibetan they might
not have seemed so “authentic”. Thus translation serves to advertise Lo Kunphen’s services to
those who may not have had the opportunity to seek amchi medicine if only in Tibetan, but also
attracts those patients who are able to pay for merchandise.
Translation is also a necessary part of Lo Kunphen’s world because the amchi must be
able to communicate with the outside forces on whom their survival depends, including their
patients, the government, and donors. For patients, amchi and patient must be able to
communicate for the interaction to be beneficial on either end. When diagnosing a patient, the
amchi should ask questions to ascertain the symptoms, diet, and lifestyle of the patient. In order
to provide treatment, the amchi must explain the options and methods of treatment. While it is
possible to operate through a translator, as often happens at Lo Kunphen, much meaning may be
lost in translation.
Most importantly, Lo Kunphen must translate their medical system for the benefit of their
students. I asked Amchi Tenzin why they teach their students Tibetan (language of the medical
texts), Nepali (because we are in Nepal), and English. He told me that during his travels he has
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encountered “troubles” because he cannot speak English. By training his students in all three
languages, they won’t have any of these troubles. “If they meet a patient in the airport, they will
be able to treat them without a translator”. This comment was particularly telling because it
implies that students are expected to travel and practice amchi medicine abroad in the future.
Will they, like Lo Kunphen, be dependent on foreign tours and tourists to support themselves
and patients who cannot afford to pay? How will this change the face of amchi medicine?
Already most students depend on sponsors from foreign countries, such as Germany, to pay for
their education needs; and already they have practice writing letters to sponsors. During my stay,
even the youngest children wrote holiday cards to their sponsors in English. While these letters
are important in the present, it seems to me that the future amchi are also being educated in a task
upon which their future practices will depend: communicating with outside sponsors.
Difficulties of Translation
When Pema or Lhundrup asked me to translate words, I realized how much room for
error or inaccuracy there is in the process. They would use a mix of Tibetan and English to
describe the word and then I would try to pinpoint the words in English. Sometimes the process
seemed easy, and sometimes I had no idea what I was talking about. While some of this certainly
came about as a result of my basic Tibetan language skills, some of the difficulties were
ubiquitous to translation.
Words are not just words. Their meaning is enmeshed in the context of the situation, the
culture, the religion, and the speaker and listener’s personal experience; it is “not always easy to
become free from conceptions imposed by a native culture” (Manevskaya, 2). For example,
when I hear the word “liver” or “mChin ba” I think of the solid organ in the upper right quadrant
of the abdomen while a Tibetan speaker might have other connotations with the word.
Nonetheless, translations of the basic medical terms are “common and accurate, even though the
understanding of the physiology and function of the organ might differ significantly between
biomedicine and Tibetan medicine” (Gerke 2010, 2).
At other times, the translation process is not quite so clear cut but still comprehensible.
For example, Lhundrup and I were working to translate the rgyun sbyod bod sman lag deb
(handbook of Tibetan medicines) and he was trying to explain a disease to me: shes pa ‘chol ba.
“You know, when people keep talking and talking every which way”. Then Pema tried, “you
know, when someone can’t stop talking and they have to tell all”. Thoughts raced through my
mind as I tried to come up with a comparable diagnosis in English. Attention deficit disorder? A
really distractible person? Someone who likes to talk a lot? Someone who has had too much
coffee? My ideas were not taking me anywhere. Tibetan is a monosyllabic language which
allows for extreme flexibility when making new works but “makes translation of Tibetan
medical works into other languages extremely difficult: a sentence in which the meanings of all
monosyllables are known may not make any sense at all if the technical meanings of the
compounds are not identified” (Gerke 2010, 8). Eventually I decided to look the words up using
TibetDict, a computerized dictionary, just to see what would come up. Among the many
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translations, shes pa translated as “cognition, mind, consciousness” and ‘chol ba translated as
“crazy, disturbed/ deluded, unstable, chaotic”. These translations had similar connotations to that
which Pema and Lhundrup were telling me, but I still couldn’t pinpoint a single term without
assigning Western psychological terms which would make no sense to people unfamiliar with
the system. Tibetan medical terms are “derived from terminology connected to diet, behavior, the
environment, astrology, philosophy, and medical history…[with] different interpretations of
medical terms in texts and in practice” (Gerke 2010, 8). Terms like shes pa ‘chol ba represent
another category of words: those to which biomedical terms cannot easily be ascribed but which
can still be understood fairly easily in English.
Then there are the terms which cannot be understood easily in Tibetan, let alone
translated accurately into English. One of the most common debates surrounding translation of
Tibetan medicine is the translation of the three nyes pa: rLung, mKhris pa, and bad ken. Many
English sources on Tibetan medicine translate these terms as “wind”, “bile” and “phlegm”
respectively. Yet these translations in no way encompass the meaning behind the Tibetan terms.
These three terms imply diseases associated with certain conditions, seasons, ages, symptoms,
foods, and on and on. Yet in English, the terms are not so profound. When I hear “wind” I think
of a nice breeze, “bile” the gall bladder, and “phlegm” the thing that gets caught in your throat
when you have a cold. I would never associate the terms with
(Wylie: ‘dod chags,
Eng: attachment),

ང (Wylie: zhe sdang, Eng: aversion), or

(Wylie: gti mug, Eng:

delusion) because I wouldn’t understand the connection to Buddhism. Nor could I hope to
understand their true meanings without extensive study under the tutelage of an experienced
amchi. Understanding these terms in Tibetan is difficult enough; understanding them in English
also involves discarding any of the inaccurate connotations we already have with the words,
learning about the technical background, and understanding the culture and religion behind the
medical system itself.
Translation of Tibetan medicine is also difficult because of the motivations behind
translation. As Barbara Gerke states, the “processes of translation [for Tibetan medicine]…are
marked by ongoing negotiations…linked to wider political and religious agendas” (Gerke 2010,
133). As we’ve seen at Lo Kunphen, translation is necessary to attract patients who can afford to
pay for treatment and who may take a further interest in the school. These new patients of
Tibetan medicine are of increasingly “diverse ethno-cultural backgrounds” and “have a lay
understanding of the biomedical concepts of anatomy, physiology, diagnosis, and treatment”
(Gerke 2010, 130). Consequently, Tibetan medicine must be translated into biomedical terms- at
times these translations are accurate enough, but at times important connotations are lost.
Amchi in Nepal must translate their system to make it legible to foreign donors and the
Nepali government. Consequently, they “rely on an appeal to authenticity – as both purveyors of
Nepali “indigenous knowledge” and as representatives of “traditional Tibetan medicine” – to
garner political and economic support for their endeavors both within Nepal and abroad” (Craig
2007, 22). In terms of translation, this leads to an emphasis on aspects which appeal to
international and government: environmental sustainability, tradition, preservation, and nature.
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But it also leads to some inconsistencies. For example, when approaching the Nepali government
for support amchi downplay the importance of Buddhist principles because of the government’s
Hindu majority, and emphasize the scientific aspects because of the government’s goals of
“coordination and integration” with biomedicine (Koirala 2007, 13). But when appealing to
international forces, they emphasize the importance of Buddhist principles of compassion,
selflessness, and wisdom. As the Dalai Lama stated “Tibetan medicine is deeply integrated with
Buddhist practice and theory” (South Asia 2012). Thus, translation comes in two forms: the
technical side of translating vocabulary, diseases, and treatments and the publicity side of
translating the system to gain support.

Amchi Tenzin in the Pokhara office

Conclusion
When I look back on this month of research, I realize several things. First, I realize that I
have only taken one small step onto the bridge Amchi Tenzin spoke of when he said “language is
a bridge over a waterfall”. I began to learn the many languages necessary to understanding amchi
medicine in Nepal and at Lo Kunphen- Tibetan, Nepali, Loba, and even Russian, French, and
German- and through this process I came to understand the importance of being able to switch
fluidly between them. I watched children as young as seven years old learned from teachers
using Lowa, English, and Nepali in a single sentence. These children are the amchi of the next
generation, and their fluency in multiple languages will determine the course of their medical
tradition. In some ways, amchi medicine may lose some of its “authenticity” as it is increasingly
taught and practiced in foreign languages. Word meanings may change or be diluted through
translation, and traditions may be exchanged for foreign practices. Already stethoscopes and
blood pressure cuffs appear in most amchi offices. But at the same time, “the worlding of TM
reveals that it has the capacity to be shaped and transformed, adapting to local needs and
expectations while still holding fast to a coherent set of principles that define its epistemological
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foundations” (Adams, Schrempf, Craig 2010, 7). Throughout the history of Tibetan medicine,
amchi have been exposed to and adopted foreign practices while maintaining their core
principles.
I also realized how much knowledge is necessary to be able to accurately translate
information as complex as amchi medicine. Words are truly not just words, and trying to treat
them as such will only lead to problems. While I did my best to correlate terms between English
and Tibetan, mistakes certainly occurred. I am still very much a beginner when it comes to
understanding amchi medicine, and I certainly don’t claim to know enough background behind
the complex medical terms. However, from the literature on translating Tibetan medicine, I know
that these quandaries are not unique to me. The outcomes of translation debates and projects will
greatly influence how Tibetan medicine continues to be practiced around the world.
I also came to understand that much of what I witnessed at Lo Kunphen was because of
who I am: a foreigner interested in amchi medicine, a student of Sienna Craig, a representative of
“the big country of the USA”. As much as I would have liked to think that everything I saw was
independent of my status, I know it was not. Inadvertently, in the eyes of those at Lo Kunphen, I
had become a link to the world of foreign donors and sponsors. This belief was confirmed during
my final meeting with Amchi Tenzin. He warmly told me “You are always welcome to stay with
us and keep learning and even to spread amchi medicine to your country”. He then picked up a
paper from the desk, presenting me with the budget for the Pokhara school expansion. “Can you
help us find an organization in that big country of yours to help us with funding?”
At some point, maybe I would have found this request offensive. Why can’t I just be an
objective observer and student of amchi medicine and Tibetan language as I had imagined? But
then I think back of everything I’ve learned and realize that I fit squarely in the middle of this
world. During my stay at Lo Kunphen, I became personally invested in seeing the young
students succeed as amchi. While I don’t have much to give financially, I can contribute in other
ways: by writing, studying, translating, and networking. And so I see that Amchi Tenzin’s
request was not meant to be offensive. Instead, it acknowledges the reality of the world in which
Lo Kunphen functions. Any and all links to the outside world which may generate support must
be explored if the amchi tradition is to continue with the next generation.
Glossary
Amchi- doctor of Tibetan medicine
Bloodletting- a treatment in which the amchi makes a small incision in the top of the head to
relieve symptoms associated with high blood pressure, fainting, and headaches
Chuba- traditional Tibetan garb
Gyushi (rgyud bshi)- core text of Tibetan medicine, sometimes translated as the Four Tantras.
Moxibustion (me btsha)- a form of treatment which involves applying heat to acupoints by
burning a tightly bound bundle of herbs (moxa) on the end of a metal rod.
Pangden- traditional Tibetan apron worn by women to indicate marriage status
Terton- treasure finder, often of hidden texts or places
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Appendices

Diagnosis

(blta) visual examination- tongue

ང

Seven Bodily Constituents
ང
(dwangs mas) nutritional essence
(khrag) blood
(sha) muscle
(tshil) fat
(rus pa) bone
ང (rkang) marrow
(khu ba) regenerative fluids

,

urine

ར (reg) palpation- pulse diagnosis
(dri) interrogation- case history, signs and
symptoms, dietary factors
Treatment
ཟ (zas) diet
(sman) medicine
(sbyod lam) lifestyle
(dpyad) external therapy

ར

Six Tastes
ངར (mngar) sweet
ར (kyar) sour
(len tsha) salty
ཁ (kha ba) bitter
ཁ (kha tsha) spicy
(sla) astringent

Five Vital Organs
ང (snying) heart
(glo ba) lungs
(mchin) liver
ར (mcher) spleen
ཁ (mkhal ma) kidneys

Nine Types of Medicine
ར
(rin po che) Precious
(sa) Soil
(rdo) Stone
ང (shing) Wood
(rtsa) Aromatic
(thad) Shrub
(yngo) Herbal
(sog chags) Animal Products

Six Vessel Organs
(pho ba) stomach
(khris pa) gall bladder
(rgu ma) small intestine
ང (long) large intestine
ང (lgang pa) urinary bladder
(bsem se) seminal vesicles/ ovaries

Four Tantras
(rtsa) Root Tantra
(bshad) Explanatory Tantra
ང (man ngag) Oral Instruction Tantra
(pyi mai) Subsequent Tantra

Three Waste Products
ང (shang) stool
(chu) urine
(rngul) perspiration
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Disease Key

Tibetan
ཁ
ང
ཀ

ཁ
ང

ང

ང
or
ང

Wylie

mkhal ma
chu lam
grang ba
bad ken
rgyab
khrag
bzhin
mkhal gram
pho ba
rkang ba
rtsa
glo ba
glo
rma nad
rlung
mo nad
mkhris pa
mgo
khris pa
snying
tsad ba/ tsha ba
rkang
dbugs me bde ba
chams pa
sams nad
sbrum ma
grum bu
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English
kidney
urine
cold
phlegm
back
blood
sinus
kidney stones
stomach
leg
nerves
lung
cough
wound
wind
female disease
bile
head
gall bladder
heart
fever
marrow
asthma
common cold
mind disease
pregnancy
rheumatoid arthritis

ང

ར
ང

ར

ཀར
ང
ར

shang
lpags nad
tsha ‘khru
sked pa
mchin ba
so
mcher ba
nad snying
nyin ‘ga’
lag pa
rims nad
tshigs
smug po
rta dab
stod nad
rus chag
rtsa dkar
ma zhu ba
srog rlung
gcer ba
grib
‘bam

stool
skin disease
diarrhea
waist
liver
tooth
spleen
chronic disease
old disease/ infection
hand
infectious disease
joint
brown phlegm
fall from horse
upper body disease
bone fracture
white nerves
indigestion
wind in life vein
ulcer
paralysis
gout, rheumatism

Based on translations by Lhundrup, Pema, and Amchi Tenzin
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Condensed Medicine Key:

Tibetan
ར༨
ར ༡༥
ར ༢༠
ར ༣༡
ར ༣༥
༡༠
༡༨
༢༥

ཨ
ཨ
ཨ
ཨ
ཨ
ཨ
ཨ

ཀ ༡༣
༢༥
ར ༨
ང ༡༥
ཀར ༡༠
ང ༡༢
ང ༡༥
ང
༥
ར ང
ང ང ༢༥
ར
༥
ར
༡༡

ར

ཙ ༨
ཙ ༢༥
༡༣
ར ༡༠

Wylie

ར

agar 8
agar 15
agar 20
agar 31
agar 35
aru 10
aru 18

༡༣
ང

ཙ

༡༨
ང ༢༡
༨
ང ༡༠
ང ༢༥
ཟང ༢༥
༡༨
༡
༡༨

‘olse 25
‘chi srin
ko byi 13
skyu ru 25
skyer shun 8
spang rgyan 15
spos dkar 10
spang rtsis 12
spos khyung 15
se ‘bru dwangs gnas
se ‘bru 5
sems bde
sar khyung
seng ldeng 25
ser mdog 5
ser mdog 11
se ‘bru nyi dkyil
ru rta 6
rdo rab
rgun ‘grum 7
rga lo
khrag shig
gtso bo 8
gtso bo 25
gyu dril 13
gar nag 10

ར
ང

༡༨
༢༡
༢༥
ར
༢༥
ང

ར
༡༡

ར
ང ༢༥
ང

gur gum 13
ghi wang 9
tsan dan 18
cong shi 21
tig ta 8
thang chen 10
thang chen 25
mgrin bzang 25
dngul chu 18
dwa lis 16
dwa lis 18
bde snyoms
bsam nor
brag zhun 9
byi thang 7
bi ma la
zhi byed 6
zla shel
li shi 6
lug ru 18
gyu rgyal 21
phag ‘bru
mgrin mtshel 25
grub ril
srog ‘dzin 25
‘grugs glo kun sel
man ngan bsil sbyor
glo tshad kun sel
srog ‘dzin 11
nor bu bdun than
cu gang 25
khung lnga

Based on translations spellings from the
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ང

ང

(rgyun sbyod bod sman lag deb).
ཁང
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ཟང ར

.

Suggestions for Future Research
This project served as my entry into the field of Tibetan medicine and I found myself
wishing that I and more time to investigate many topics. I want to learn more about the actual
practice of Tibetan medicine, study the Gyushi, investigate the role of Buddhism in amchi
practice, and understand more about the situation of amchi in Nepal.
There are also many areas for further investigation closely related to this project. So
much time was spent entering data that we hardly had any time to work on data analysis.
Important information could definitely be derived from the data to help researchers, amchi, and
students alike. Comparing clinical data from amchi around Nepal would also be an interesting
endeavor.
Of course there is plenty of research left to be done on the topic of translating Tibetan
medicine. Further projects could include: analyzing the advantages and disadvantages of various
methods of translation; considering changes in practice introduced by translation and foreign
donors; comparing the expectations of the new generation of amchi to those of their
predecessors; and further investigating the relationship between Nepali amchi and the
government.
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